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It is proved that if ‘% c {N, N + l,..., 2N) with I2lI &N and 21 c {N, N + l,,,., 2N) 
with lb1 % N, then there exist integers a, b. c with ae2l, be%, and 
jab - $1 <(c log c)l’* so that ab is “near square.” :(_‘, 1987 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Recently, several authors have studied “hybrid” problems in additive 
number theory, i.e., additive problems involving both general sequences 
and special sequences. In particular, Balog and Sirkijzy [ 1 ] proved that if 
cllc (1, 2 )...) NJ, 233c {I, 2 )...) N) with [%I 9 N, 181 9 N, then there exist 
a E ?l, b E 8, and a prime number p with 
P2 I (a + b), p2 b N(log N)-‘; 
and Sarkozy and Stewart [3] generalized and sharpened this result by 
showing that 
Pk I (a + bh pk%-N, 
provided N is large enough, N 2 N,(k), k = 2, 3 ,.... 
The purpose of this paper is to study a multiplicative analog of this 
result. We prove under the same conditions that for any E > 0 there exist 
a E ‘u, b E 23, and an integer c with 
) ab - c2 ) < EC, 
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provided N is large enough, N 3 N,(E). In fact we shall prove much 
stronger results. For two finite sets K ‘2 of positive integers and for a real 
number d with 0 <A 6 4 define 
S(A;‘u,B)=1( UE~IU, by%; II&II <All, 
where ( ( . . . 11 stands for the cardinality of ( ... i and 11x1( is the distance of 
x to the nearest integer. Our main result is 
THEOREM. Let 81 c [M, 2M], 23 c [N, 2N], and 0 <A 6 $. We have 
S(A;‘u,%)>Al8l )Z+1600(~~~1”N+~~3/“2M)(log8MN)‘~~ (1) 
and 
S(A; ‘u, B)~Al’ul )%I -4O(‘Iu)*‘” IB12’3(M+N)‘!3. (2) 
Thus for M= N, /%I 9 N, 1231 $ N, we obtain by (1) 
llJabI( <No “‘(log N)“” (3) 
for some a E $3, b E 23. Note furthermore that in the special case of ‘$I = !Z3 
all pairs a, b with a = b satisfy (3) trivially. In this case our theorem ensures 
that (3) also has many nontrivial solutions. We guess that (3) holds true 
with NE-‘, even, perhaps with N- ‘(log N)’ on the right-hand side but we 
have not been able to prove this. 
By (2) we deduce that if 2l and !I3 are not empty and ‘$I c [ 1, M], 
[M, 2M], !J3 c Cl, N], then there exist a E ‘?I, b E %, and c E Z such that 
C. (4) 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 
We can asume without loss of generality that Ma NB 1 and that the 
right-hand side of (1) and (2) are positive, respectively, for otherwise there 
is nothing to prove. Let g(x) be the function of period 1 which is defined 
on the interval [ -$, +] by 
I-1”1 
A 
if 1x1 <A 
g(.u) = 
0 if A < 1x1 d i, 
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so O<g(x)< 1 for all x, g(x) =0 for llxll 2 A, and g(x) has the Fourier 
expansion 
where e(z) = exp(2niz), with coefficients g(0) = A and 
<min(A, A -*hP2) =c(h), 
say, for h #O. Then we have 
bAlflI( IBI -2 f c(h) 1 / c e(h a)/ 
h=l u E ‘II h B ‘23 
= Al‘X 123l- 2E(A; ‘u, S), say. (5) 
Thus the problem of estimating S(A; %?l, %3) is reduced to that of 
estimating partial sums of the type 
E(A, %, 23) d 1 c(H) P(H, 94 23). 
H = I. 2. 4.... 
In order to estimate these sums we use a lemma of Bombieri and Iwaniec 
(the one-dimensional special case of Lemma 4.2 of [2]). 
LEMMA 1. Let X and TJ be finite sets of real numbers, X c [I-X, X] and 
‘I) c [ - Y, Y], say. Then for any complex functions u(x) and v(y) we have 
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Let 9 and ‘2) denote the sets of numbers of the form I= h d\/‘z and 
1’ = 4, respectively, where a, h range over the sets 21, 23 and h ranges over 
the interval H < h < 2H, thus X= 2H & and Y = ,/6. Choose v(y) = 1 
and u(.u) = the multiplicity of representations of )c in the form .Y= h JL 
taken with the complex sign of 
Then by Lemma 1 we obtain 
P”(H, au, B))d2n2( 1 +4H ,/ii%) ~(8, X) v(%, H, Y), (6) 
where 
and 
v(?I,H, Y)=/fa,a,E’U,/1,h,ECH,2H);lI1J;T-h,~16(2Y)~’)1. 
It remains to estimate v(!B, X) and v(%, H, Y). This will be done in an 
elementary fashion by using a principle of well-spaced sequences. We say 
that a sequence 3 of real numbers is v-spaced if 1 t,, - tj2 1 b q for tj,, t,, E J, 
j, #j2. A typical example is the Farey sequence of order Q, which consists 
of rational points a/q with 1 ,< q < Q, (a, q) = 1; it is Qe2-spaced because 
(a,q)#(a,,q,) implies a/q#a,/q, and 
--- = laq, -a,ql ,i,‘. 
WI ‘w, ’ Q2 
If 3 is q-spaced then by the Dirichlet box principle 
l{j; t,E3, Iti-- 66)) d 1+26?/-‘. 
We use the above principle to prove the following three lemmas, 
LEMMA 2. We have 
v(z3,X)<(1+2J2NxP’))B(. (7) 
Proof. We have lb-b,I=($-&I I&t,f&flNX? 
whence we obtain (7) because 23 is l-spaced. 
LEMMA 3. We have 
v(i!l,H, Y)<(H+3&4Yp’)HI%l. (8) 
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Proof We have la-a,h:h~‘Id3jii-?j;Z~~‘~~‘, so given a,,~~, h 
the number of a’s is bounded by 
1+3 J%H-‘Y-1 
because ‘QI is l-spaced. Summing up over a,, h, , h, we get (8). 
In the next lemma we give another bound for v(Q, H, Y), which is shar- 
per than (8) when PI is dense. 
LEMMA 4. We have 
v(2I, H, Y) 6 (8 log 14M+ 192 ,rM Y-l) HM. (9) 
Proof. Given rG2H and s62h4 let v, stand for the number of 
solutions to 
I&-h,&&(2Y)-’ (10) 
ina,a,E%, HBh,Ir,<2Hsuchthat(h,h,)=rand (a,a,)=s.By(lO)we 
get 
1 def 
-6. 
2YHJ5 - 
Since the points h/h, are (r/2H)‘-spaced, we deduce that 
where (21z,I = I{uE(U;U=O (mods))\ 62Ms-‘. Similarly, by (10) we get 
I$-(;)‘I < yHzJ’M=4s- 
Since the points u/u, are (s/2M)2-spaced, we deduce that 
v,,<(l +326s-*M*) I$j)T12, (12) 
where l~,l=I(h~[H,2H);h~O (modr))l<2Hr-‘. Combining (11) and 
(12) we obtain 
v,,fmin {(yr, (3’}+ 1286 (F)‘. 
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We have 
and 
f f (np2=[“(2)<3. 
r=l ,=I 
Hence 
v(‘U, H, Y) d c c v,,, < 8HM log 14Mt 3846H2M” 
r .\ 
which yields (9). 
Now we are ready to complete the proof of our theorem, In order to 
prove (1) we use (6), (7), and (9) getting 
P’( H, ‘LI, B) < 27c2( 1 + 4HM”‘N”“)( 1 + H- ‘iV”M ‘I’) 
x (8 log 14M-t 192M”‘N- I”) HM ]!.B/ 
64. lo4 (231 H2M2 log 14M. 
Hence 
E(d; ‘u, 23) < 200 1231 ““M(log 14M)“2 1 miniAH, (AH)- ’ i 
H = 1. 2, 4.. 
< 800 IBI”‘M(log 14M)“’ 
completing the proof of (1). 
In order to prove (2) we use (6), (7), and (8) getting 
P’( H, 2l, 93) < 2n2( 1 + 4HM”‘N”‘)( 1 + H- ‘N1’2M ~ I”) 
x (H+ 3M”“N “l) H(2I IBI 
d 800H3M ICUI /%I. 
Hence 
E(d; ‘u, 8) < (800M JVII (231)lj2 1 H’!‘min(dH, (AH)-‘) 
H=l.2.4... 
< 6(8ooA-‘M J2l pBl)‘~2. 
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Assuming that the right-hand side of (2) is positive we get 
A > 4O(M/l%l 1Bl)1’3, whence E(A; 2l, 23) G 40( I%( Ibj)2’3M”3 completing 
the proof of (2). 
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